
 Northern Photographic Federation
STUDIO SHOOT SESSION

Your job, should you choose to accept it is to shoot a portrait in the iFootage portrait studio 
using the models provided or one of your choosing. To do this you have two iFootage LED 
lights, soft boxes, dishes and snoots but only fifteen minutes to execute your vision. The 
winners, as judged (by world famous people photographer Tim Bauer), will win the studio, that’s 
right- 2 x iFootage 300w lights with stands, 2 x softboxes, 1 x savage backdrop with backdrop 
stand included, a beauty dish and a full days training with Tim Bauer himself!

Conditions:
 Contestants must be registered participants in the NPF weekend
 Each contestant may only book one 15 minute time slot
 To register your interest and be allocated a time slot visit the NPF website and use the green 

button on the home page. The cost is $20.00
 The session will be a ‘closed studio shoot’. The photographer must work on their own. There 

will be a light operator provided, but no creative input will be allowed
 Portraits must be of the upper body (waist up)
 Models must be over eighteen
 Photographers can bring their own talent and styling or use models provided
 Yes, you can borrow cameras and lenses from the suppliers if you wish, or use your own
 Winners will be announced during the Presentation Ceremony on Sunday afternoon. 

Contestants must be present on the Sunday to claim their prize.
 Judging criteria is based on the creative vision not technical expertise (you will learn that 

later)
 Beginners are encouraged, help to run the lights will be provided 
 There will be two runners up prizes of a place at the full day training with Tim Bauer.
 Time slots will be published 9:30am Saturday morning at the NPF.
 First shoot starts at 10am Saturday and depending on demand we may go late Saturday 

night.
 Files MUST be presented as JPEG sRGB, sized camera club standard (1920X1200) and 

maximum of 3MB. 
 The single final image of your choice must be presented to the studio administrator on USB 

stick by 1pm Sunday
 The fifteen minute time limit will be measured via countdown timer and will be strictly 

enforced- the power to the lighting will be turned off at the fifteen minute mark.

Very limited places so register NOW!


